EZ Roof Mount Standoff
for Metal Roofs

Strong
Simple
Clean

The best single penetration mount for metal roofs!

The Next Generation
in Metal Roof Mounts!
EZ Mount Standoff Kit for Metal Roofs

* Thick EPDM gasket for a superior water tight seal.

* Single penetration mount
* Secures solid into wood beam
* Few components and fast installations
* Solid aluminum standoffs that come in 2”, 3” and 5” lengths

Ez Mount Standoff Kit for Metal Roofs

Patent #: US 8136311B

Kit# K10064-002 - 2”  Kit# K10064-003 - 3”  Kit# K10064-005 - 5”

All kits come complete with the following parts:

1 - Ez Metal Mount Part# A20051-002
1 - Standoff Part# A20049-XXX
1 - Lag bolt - 5/16 x 4.5” Part# B15015-004
1 - Flange Bolt 3/8” - 16 x 3/4” Part#